Ferrari 360 Modena is restored to glory with the help of Spies Hecker

We pride ourselves on providing personalised support to all our customers. When a refinish technician at French
bodyshop Carosserie Montmartin Axial took on the challenge of restoring a Ferrari 360 Modena to its former
splendour, we enthusiastically stood by his side and offered our assistance.
Earlier in 2019, Christophe Montmartin, owner of Carrosserie Montmartin Axial located in
Clermont-Ferrand in France, set out to completely refurbish a crashed Ferrari 360 Modena
that he had bought in 2017. A Spies Hecker customer for five years, Christophe knew that he
could count on our customised, easy-to-use paint systems to give this gorgeous Ferrari an
iconic and flamboyant red. And the result did not disappoint!
Christophe is full of praise as he explains, "The finish is breath-taking. The beautiful red is
just perfect, exactly as I wanted it, thanks to the quality of Spies Hecker products and their
ultra-simple application process. I was particularly impressed by the extraordinary glossy
finish provided by Permasolid® 8055 Clear Coat."

The Ferrari 360 was restored to its iconic and
flamboyant red

Support every step of the way
In refurbishing the Ferrari Modena, the refinish technician relied first on our 2K Permasolid®
HS Performance Surfacer 5320 followed by Permahyd® Hi-TEC Base Coat 480, and then
finished off with Permasolid® 8055 Clear Coat. "Emmanuel Provost, South-East manager for
Spies Hecker France, and Helder Ferreira, technician Spies Hecker, as well as the distributor
Rainbow Refinish, provided me with excellent support throughout the process. I also very
much appreciated the fast drying of the primer, " says Christophe.
Christophe was particularly impressed by our
Permasolid® 8055 Clear Coat

Emmanuel Provost says, "I am very impressed by Christophe's dedication to this project. He
has completely restored his Ferrari 360 to its original glory, and I am very proud that we were
able to offer him personalised help thanks to our products and advanced digital tools ".
For more information about this project, please visit:
www.facebook.com/CarrosserieMontmartin/
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